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Abstract—Learning languages can be hard. As the yearly results 
of the course “Introduction to structured and object-based program-
ming” at our university show, learning the first programming langu-
age might be even harder. Many students complain about the diffi-
culty of the course and fail in the exam. With the desire to support the 
students and enhance the learning outcomes we initiated the project 
“Brain-based Programming”. The basic question is: "How can 
learning to program be made easier?" The answer may come from 
the interdisciplinary field of neurodidactics that offers many general 
suggestions for improving teaching and designing teaching material. 
But concrete examples for computer science education are scarce, 
and empirical research is still missing. This was the impetus for the 
project “Brain-based Programming” that aims at (1) creating and 
evaluating a brain-based script for beginners in Java programming 
and at (2) implementing and evaluating brain-based teaching 
methods in the programming course. In the pilot phase we conducted 
a didactic experiment in one of seven parallel groups and combined 
brain-based teaching methods and exercises. The results demonstrate 
the success of the experiment and support the hypothesis that 
learning is more effective when it considers how the brain learns and 
follows neurodidactical principles.  

Keywords—brain-based learning; neurodidactics; cooperative 
learning; programming;  

I.  INTRODUCTION  
Learning languages can be hard. As the yearly results at the 

University show, learning the first programming language 
might be even harder. Many students taking the course "In-
troduction to structured and object-based programming", 
shortly “ESOP”, complain about the difficulty of the course. 
But more important and alarming, many students fail at com-
pleting the course. With the desire to support the students and 
enhance the learning outcomes of this course, the idea for the 
project “Brain-based Programming” was born.  

The basic question is: "How can learning a programming 
language be made easier?" Answers may come from two direc-
tions: Firstly, in the literature about introductory programming 
learning different approaches can be found, e.g. the use of a 
three dimensional animation software [1] or interactive 
learning objects [2]. Furthermore, all attempts to increase 
motivation may be helpful as described e.g. in [3]. 

Other answers can be found in the field of neurodidactics 
and educational neuroscience that offers mainly general 
suggestions for improving teaching and designing teaching 
material by considering the functioning of the brain [4], [5]. 
But concrete examples for the field of computer science 
education are scarce [6], [7] and empirical research is still 

missing. This was the impetus for the project “Brain-based 
Programming” that wants to build a first bridge between theory 
and practice - between neurodidactical research and its appli-
cation in computer science education.  

The aims of the project are:  

(1) Developing, testing and evaluating a “brain-based” self-
learning script for beginners in Java programming and  

(2) Implementing and evaluating brain-based teaching me-
thods in an university course for beginners in Java program-
ming. 

This paper first describes the basis of the project “Brain-
based Programming”, the neurodidactical principles behind the 
concept, and reports on the pilot test: a didactic experiment in 
the programming course, its evaluation by the students and the 
learning results in comparison with the other parallel courses. 
These results demonstrate the success of the experiment and 
moreover the principles behind it. The paper will close with the 
discussion of the results and an outlook on future work in this 
field. 

II. NEURODIDACTICS – THE BASIS  OF BRAIN-BASED 
PROGRAMMING 

A. The Basis: Neurodidactics – A New Way for Teaching? 
Neurodidactics is an interdisciplinary research field that 

combines findings of brain and memory research, psychology, 
pedagogy and didactics that shall help to improve teaching and 
learning. The term neurodidactics, a combination of neuro-
science and didactics, was proposed by a German mathema-
tician in order to emphasize the interdisciplinarity of the field. 
In the English-speaking world two other terms for similar re-
search have become widespread: Educational Neuroscience 
and Brain-based Learning. All three have the same goal: the 
improvement of teaching and learning by considering how the 
brain works. The contributions come from three directions:  

1. Neuroscientists inform about structure and functions of 
the brain that might be useful for teachers. They also give sug-
gestions for the improvement of pedagogy and didactics, but 
sometimes without considering that the everyday life in schools 
and university courses often deviate from the experimental 
settings of their research. [8] 

2. Contributions from authors of different disciplines (not 
neuroscience), criticize the current pedagogy and offer more or 
less useful guidebooks for brain-based learning. Unfortunately, 
in the booming business of brain-based learning some neuro-



myths like the left brain/right brain oversimplification or the 
use of only 10 % of our brains persist. [8], [9] 

3. Educators and didactics experts who work out neurope-
dagogical or neurodidactical concepts based on brain and me-
mory research offer the third approach. Their point of view can 
be important when they consider the real conditions in the 
classroom. But often the suggestions are too vague and general 
like “Learning should be fun”. [8] 

Neuroscience can do much for education but only when 
neuroscientists work together with didactic experts and tea-
chers and when neurodidactical concepts are investigated em-
pirically [8]. The project “Brain-based Programming” and the 
planned follow-up project “Teaching informatics with the brain 
in mind” shall be a step in this direction.  

B. Neurodidactical Principles for Brain-based Programming 
The most important principles that were considered in the 

project “Brain-based Programming” are the following: 

1. Knowledge cannot be transferred. It has to be generated 
in each student’s brain [10].  

Learning contents can be provided to students in different 
ways; but storage in the long-term memory is only possible 
when the input is actively processed in the brain of each stu-
dent. Students should be active instead of only listening to a 
lecture and they should be supported to discover structures and 
rules themselves. This works best in open lessons where they 
can follow their own learning rhythm. [11] 

2. Learning through imitating 

Mirror neurons enable us to understand, interpret and 
imitate observed actions and to predict their results. They are 
responsible for learning through mirroring respectively imita-
ting [4]. Students need models that they can imitate (e.g. role 
models, step-by-step instructions, solution-based learning). 
This activates also the brain mechanism of pattern recognition. 

3. The brain recognizes and produces patterns, categories 
and rules itself [12].  

Pattern recognition or patterning is a basic function of the 
brain. It helps us to extract rules and structures from available 
examples. So students do not need declarations and rules, but 
good and meaningful examples (e.g. correct program code, role 
models, step-by-step instructions, etc.) to understand the struc-
ture and extract the essential rules [12]. Using the function of 
patterning e.g. in discovery learning leads to a more active and 
therefore deeper processing and retention of information whe-
reas lecture usually results in the lowest degree of retention 
(see fig. 1). [4] 

4. New content is always built on existing knowledge and 
learning occurs through associating. 

In this context knowledge is not only subject-specific but 
means also experience as well as knowledge from all living 
areas and from the world of the students. The physiological 
basis for this principle is that learning occurs through creating 
new or strengthening existing synapses (connections between 
neurons). This previous knowledge is individually different, 
which means that students should have the possibility and time 

to ask their individual questions to the teacher and/or peers 
respectively peer-tutors. [4, 12] 

5. Learning is more effective when it makes sense and has 
meaning [4].  

This criterion should be considered where possible in the 
selection of topics, tasks and products to be developed by the 
learners. The students should have the possibility of choice bet-
ween different competence-oriented exercises and different to-
pics. This increases motivation and, hence, may increase the 
learning outcomes, too. [4] 

6. The brain needs time for consolidation. 

The brain needs time (short breaks) to consolidate new in-
formation. Only then it can be permanently stored in the long-
term memory. This should be considered in the structure and 
organization of the lessons. If the brain does not get time for 
consolidation (e.g. in usual lectures of 90 minutes) new infor-
mation can overlay earlier content and/or information heard be-
fore can inhibit the processing and memorizing of new input. 
[4, 11] 

7. The instruction method has impact on the retention of 
new information [4]. 

Besides practice by doing cooperative learning settings like 
group discussion and peer tutoring (teaching others) seem to be 
the most effective methods concerning retention as shown in 
fig. 1.  

 
Fig. 1. Average percentage of retention of material after 24 hours [4] 

An evaluation of more than 800 meta-analyses considering 
millions of students confirms the effectiveness of cooperative 
learning environment and shows an overall effect size of d= 
0.41 [13]. The success of cooperative learning can be explained 
by the fact that it supports the memory process: cooperation 
and communication always require a recall from the memory 
and each recall or retrieval always causes a restart of the whole 
memory process. It leads to new processing, new storing and 
also new and stronger anchoring of the information in the long-
term memory. Cooperative methods can therefore support the 
learning and memory process and are an essential part of the 
new brain-based programming concept. [4, 11]  

III. THE PROJECT “BRAIN-BASED PROGRAMMING” 

A. About the Project 
“Brain-based Programming” is the pilot project for a larger 

empirical study about “Teaching Informatics with the brain in 
mind”. It is based on the hypothesis that teaching and learning 



can be more effective when neurodidactical principles are 
considered in the design of tasks and exercises as well as in the 
lesson structure and the teaching methods. The phases of the 
project are the following: 

1. The development of tasks and worksheets under conside-
ration of neurodidactical principles as well as their first evalu-
ation in the university course "Introduction to structured and 
object-based programming" (2012). 

2. A didactic experiment: Application and evaluation of 
"brain-based" teaching methods of the developed worksheets in 
one of seven parallel practical courses "Introduction to structu-
red and object-based Programming" (winter term 2012/13). 

3. Evaluation and adaptation of the worksheets, aiming to 
develop a self-learning script for beginners in Java program-
ming based on neurodidactical principles (2013). 

The project is currently in phase three, where the results of 
the brain-based course are taken into account and the student 
feedback is used to redesign the worksheets for the following 
self-learning script.  

Before describing the didactical experiment the following 
section gives a detailed description of the developed work-
sheets and the different types of “brain-based” tasks, always 
referring to the related neurodidactical principles. After that we 
present the course organization in the experimental group, the 
applied teaching methods and the form of assessment. 

B. Brain-based Tasks  
Usually, all students of the parallel courses get the same 

worksheets. The experimental group got them, too, but only for 
voluntary work and in order to provide a broader variety of 
exercises. Additionally, they got the new “brain-based” work-
sheets because one reason for the difficulties in the course may 
lie in complex contents (e.g. mathematical problems) or too 
complicated instructions of the existing worksheets that are 
often incomprehensible for beginners.  

Every worksheet is divided into three parts and contains the 
following types of exercises: 

1. Reading exercises 

The first part of the worksheet shall foster discovery lear-
ning and take advantage of the automatic brain function of pat-
terning. It contains the following types of tasks: 

• Reading corners with a simple and small, but complete 
piece of Java program code, which is accompanied by 
some questions that should lead the learners and help 
them to discover the structures and rules behind. 

• Puzzles of jumbled program code or cloze-tests where 
small parts of the code are missing. 

• Step-by-step instructions including also the whole sam-
ple solution, which help to comprehend and reproduce 
a task by taking one step after another.  

• Mini exercises or short tasks including a sample solu-
tion that the students can use immediately in the sense 
of discovery learning or after having resolved the task 
for verifying their own solutions. 

2. Competence-oriented tasks 

This part provides short and rather easy competence-orien-
ted tasks covering different contents and topics that may have 
sense and meaning for the students, e.g. programming a course 
schedule or a vocabulary trainer. Following the principle "prac-
tice makes perfect", the students get a big variety of tasks that 
they can choose according to their individual interests, compe-
tences and needs. This may increase motivation, occupy all stu-
dents with useful tasks and may therefore support the memory 
process and enhance the learning outcomes, too.  

3. Programming tasks 

The last part of the worksheet provides different tasks for 
small, complete programs or some subprograms as parts of a 
complex semester topic that have to be assembled to complex 
Java project at the end of the course. This considers a neuro-
didactical principle already postulated by Aristotle "The whole 
is more than the sum of its parts" or, as defined in neurodi-
dactical literature, “Learning is more effective when it con-
siders the whole AND the details” [14] 

C. Brain-based Lessons: A Didactic Experiment 
Usually in the practical programming courses only two 

settings are used in turns – laboratory in one week, where the 
students had to do a part of the exercises that they continue at 
home, and presentation in the following week, where one 
student presents his/her solution and the others are passive. In 
the experimental group we tried to offer more possibilities and 
to keep all students active according to their individual 
capabilities. This satisfies the neurodidactical principle that 
learning has to be active. 

In the very first lesson of the experimental group the 
students had to do a self-evaluation of their programming skills 
by means of a competence grid that should help them catego-
rize their capabilities and competencies. Based on this self-eva-
luation, three groups were formed: 

1. Professionals: students with solid knowledge about the 
topics in the course and the ability to help their colleagues as 
peer-tutors or peer-teachers. 

2. Amateurs: students with some experience in program-
ming, but who did not feel able to assist their colleagues. 

3. Beginners: students without any programming experien-
ces. 

These groups were formed because we tried to take into 
account, as much as possible, the individual experiences, ta-
lents and needs of each student. The neurodidactical principles 
"New content is always built on previous knowledge" and 
"Learning is more effective when it makes sense and has 
meaning" were considered, as the students could choose bet-
ween different types of tasks, topics and collaboration in the 
course. Whereas the advanced students solved more complex 
projects and/or acted as peer-tutors and peer-teachers the 
beginners got more short competence-oriented exercises and 
could benefit from the peer-tutors.  

The weekly lessons of 90 minutes each were characterized 
by an open learning setting considering the individual learning 
rhythm that allowed time and room for individual interests and 



needs. In general the lessons were divided into the following 
three phases and, when required, supplemented by a short lec-
ture of the teacher or a peer-teacher: Asking questions, 
discovering and laboratory with pair programming.  

1. Asking Questions 

In the first phase (ten to fifteen minutes) the students 
worked together in small groups with one peer-teacher or peer-
tutor (one "professional" or "amateur" student). In this time, the 
students got the chance to ask any question they had in mind. 
The idea behind was to encourage them to ask also questions 
that they would have never asked in the whole group, perhaps 
because they considered them too trivial or too stupid. But 
sometimes these questions and certainly the corresponding an-
swers can help to understand a concept because they build up 
on the previous knowledge of the students… 

2. Discovering 

In the second phase (ten to twenty minutes) the students 
worked in small groups, too, each of them guided by a peer-
tutor. On the base of the different reading exercises, already 
described in section A Worksheets and Tasks, as well as short 
video clips they tried to discover new topics or re-discover 
topics they had already learned before. This active way of 
processing input takes advantage of the brain’s automatic 
pattern recognition and rule extraction, which may lead to a 
better and stronger storage in the long-term memory [12]. The 
video clips of some minutes offer a further advantage: the 
multimedia or modality effect, investigated by [15]. When 
information is double coded, e.g. text combined with 
corresponding pictures or animations, it can be remembered 
better. 

3. Laboratory: Pair Programming 

The third and last phase in the course was the laboratory. 
The students were ought to solve the tasks of the given work-
sheets by collaborating in pairs according to a well known and 
effective software engineering method: pair programming. This 
setting allows cooperation and communication, which may 
enhance learning because, as mentioned above, each recall 
from the memory (which is necessary when discussing the pro-
blem of the task and the way to solve it) restarts the whole 
memory process. 

Depending on the topic and the needs of the students, these 
three phases could differ from time to time. Worth to mention 
is that all students were active in all phases. Due to the open 
learning setting the lecturer had enough time to visit the small 
groups, one after another, to ask questions for checking partici-
pation and comprehension as well as to help them with upco-
ming difficulties. At the second half of the lesson, a student 
tutor of a master course assisted the teacher in answering 
questions and helping the students solving the exercises.  

The open learning setting allowed the students to follow 
their own learning rhythm, and hence consider the individual 
consolidation phase of the brain. Sometimes a supplementary 
phase of lecture was necessary where the lecturer or a peer-tea-
cher explained a topic or concept for all students in a maximum 
of twenty minutes. More is not useful because we know from 
neurodidactics that the attention decreases approximately after 

this period. The following “down-time” with a low attention 
level shall be used for consolidation and revision. Fig. 2 vi-
sualizes a possible segmentation of a learning episode. After 
presenting new information in the first prime-time and some 
practice in the following down-time a phase of closure or 
summary of the new information is offered. 

  
Fig. 2. Retention during a learning episode [4] 

D. The assessment 
The standard assessment criteria of all parallel courses of 

the “Introduction to structured and object-based programming” 
were valid for the experimental group, too, but were slightly 
adapted as follows: 

• The course grade consists of  50% written exams a mid 
term and a final exam, each graded with max. 25 points 
and 50% participation in the course (number of 
correctly solved exercises, presentations, active parti-
cipation in the lessons). 

To get a positive grade, the students had to fulfill the follo-
wing requirements: 

• Compulsory attendance is required in at least 85% of 
the lessons.  

• At least 50% of the tasks of each worksheet must be 
completed and the program code must be executable. 
As the students in the experimental group got the 
double number of worksheets and tasks, they had more 
choice. To offer a fair grading method, each task of the 
worksheets (the regular ones for all students as well as 
the “brain-based” tasks for the experimental group) 
was evaluated with points. Whereas usually only com-
pletely executable solutions are counted, the experi-
mental group had a graduated assessment. The number 
of points depended on the percentage of the available 
correct program code. To give fair points, four cate-
gories were introduced: (1) complete and executable, 
(2) complete, but not executable (with slight errors), 
(3) program code mostly complete and (4) less than 
50%. This concept of evaluation was introduced to 
motivate the students to do their own work, to avoid 
copying and to value mistakes, as we learn from them. 

• A minimum of 50% of the written exams the same for 
all parallel groups must be achieved, that means 12.5 
points for each, in total at least 25 points. Students who 
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